
2019 - Sellers Indian Summer Car Show 

September 22nd was the date of the 2019 Seller’s Indian Summer Car Show.  This show is part 

of the three Pontiac Car show series that also includes the July Motor City POCI Summer 

Roundup at Milford, MI and the June Widetrackers Spring Dust-Off in Davisburg, MI. 

 

Many Michigan Pontiac fans attend all three events and our Club will also promote all three 

events in the future.  One advantage of going to all three shows is that certain prize drawings are 

predicated on how many shows you attend.  By way of example, my name was drawn at Sellers 

for the two show award ( I missed the Widetrackers event this year) and I won a $100 gas card! 

While we are on the subject of prize drawings, everyone who attended the Sellers event seemed 

to have their number selected for a very nice car care kit or travel Bag as a door prize.  Couple all 

that with an entry fee of $15 that included a hat, tee shirt, and a nice goodie bag and this event 

returned much more than is typically expected. 

 

Our cars were also part of two special Fiero classes and my car with all its numerous mechanical 

modifications fell into a general high end mod class.  Many of us came away with a trophy 

plaque; more on this later. 

 

Every one seemed to have a great time, the music played all through the event and the food and 

other facilities were top drawer.  This is a must event. 

 

Enough words, let’s look at some pictures of cars and award winners: 
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Enough cars only, let’s switch to cars with owners that won awards: 
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And last but not least pictures with the trophy girl: 

  
 

Pam gets top billing because she and her car are so nice and she took all these pictures! 
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The trophy girl seems to take a much better picture than us old guys!   

 

Some other Fiero winners: 
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A very well run show with a lot of extra added drawings, prizes, and awards.  We have decided 

that our club will no longer have its own car show; not enough attendance and way too much 

work.  I suggest we all plan on attending these three events (mentioned previously) and some 

other new events that have been added to our event schedule. 

 

We are blessed with a lot of quality car show events in the lower Michigan area and can fill our 

schedule with many rich events that we only have to attend with a prepared car.   

 

Now if I could only find someone who likes to prep cars for shows … !   

 

Yes, I guess that is too much to ask for. 

 

Thanks to everyone that attended, 

 

Roger 

Roger Fagnani 

President 

Michigan Fiero Club 


